


OVERVIEW:  
In turn-of-the-century New York, Jack Wolverton, gentleman thief, specializes in 
stealing the arcane, the accursed and the occultic. When he resorts to using one of the 
pilfered artifacts, the wish granting Monkey’s Paw, to make a daring escape, he finds 
himself suddenly transported to modern day Manhattan -- where all the Impossible 
Objects he robbed a hundred years prior are scattered once again around the globe.  

He not only has to nick them all over again, but this time he’s 
stuck in a world he doesn’t understand and with a skill set that 
isn’t quite suitable for 2019. His only ally in the modern world 
is his great granddaughter who thinks he’s less a gentleman 
thief and more a chauvinistic creep.  

Wolverton, Thief of Impossible Objects is a one hour, 
globetrotting, fantasy action adventure series based on the 
indie comic book of the same name, changing the setting 
from Edwardian England to present day New York.  



OUR HERO: 
Like his father before him, Jack Wolverton, is a seasoned cat burglar. He works for the Entity, a clandestine 
division of the Vatican, keeping the world’s most powerful and arcane artifacts (The Monkey’s Paw, The Hope 
Diamond, the Portrait of Dorian Gray, the Eye Of Minerva, The Hand of Midas, The Seal of Solomon, The Veil of 
Isis, The Singing Sword, David's Harp, The Spear of Achilles, The Swan Cloak, The Ankh of Tut, just to name a few) 
out of the wrong hands. 

Wolverton’s father, not trusting the church or the government, robbed the Entity of their collection of 
Impossible Objects, hiding them “lest any man get tempted.” This unpardonable sin cost him his life. It became 
his son’s mission to right his father’s misdeeds, enlisting his talents to the Entity. But what if his father wasn’t 
wrong? What if the Vatican is as corrupt as the Golden Dawn? 

THE WRONG HANDS: The GOLDEN DAWN
The Golden Dawn is a secret society that dates back centuries; their mission is to acquire all of the 
forbidden artifacts of Pandora’s Box and harnessing their combined power to rule the world. Their 
leader, both then and now, is the immortal Dorian Gray. Their reach infiltrates all levels of big business, 
government, military and the police. 

THE RIGHT HANDS(?): The ENTITY
Throughout the centuries, 266 Popes have used the Vatican’s covert intelligence agency, The Entity, to 
play an invisible role in shaping history, pulling strings and making kings. When something in the 
supernatural realm needs procuring, they call on their “Black Cat” division of thieves. Wolverton comes 
from a long line of cat burglars whose litany of sins (past, present and future) already comes pre-
absolved. 



A THIEF OUT OF TIME: 
We’ve seen the trope of the “Gentleman Thief” before in Raffles, Arsene Lupin, The Saint, Cary 
Grant in To Catch a Thief and David Niven in the Pink Panther series. While his roguish charm was 
enough to grant him access to many a locked door and woman’s boudoir a century ago, the 
polished and poised Wolverton suddenly finds these old skills to be obstacles. He’s now in a 
world where the security systems are far more sophisticated and the simple act of kissing a 
lady’s hand is seen by some -- like his “woke” granddaughter -- as completely chauvinistic. He is 
indeed a Noel Coward hero stuck in a Deadpool World.   

Because his charms no longer open every door, the stubborn thief must learn to update his 
repertory. Some of his shtick still works. With most of the populace stricken by screen-
induced A.D.D, our thief still has keen situational awareness, instantly plotting his next 
move, punch or parry. A word class athlete, acrobat and fencer, Wolverton has been doing 
his own foolhardy stunts eons before Tom Cruise. But, scaling a modern glass and steel 
skyscraper isn’t so easy and neither is keeping such exploits off of Youtube!  

His most endearing trait is his plucky courage and knight errant’s code, lost virtues that are 
lost for a reason – no one in 2019 trusts anyone anymore. But, eventually, his heart and bravery 
wins over the most jaded, including his new assistant, Isa.  

NOW AND THEN:
Each episode will focus specifically on Wolverton’s current heist with our world’s mythology and character 
backstory doled out slowly over time. While the crux of the story is set in modern day, there will be flashbacks to 
Wolverton’s first foray robbing the artifact a hundred years prior. The juxtaposition between his relative ease in the 
past and the nearly Mission Impossible feat of today will add to the humor and suspense. 



DORIAN GRAY: When Wolverton vanished a hundred years ago, this baddie got both his portrait and 
immortality back, but at a price – the ripped canvas from their last tussle created an ugly scar that no 
amount of plastic surgery will fix. For centuries, he has lead the Golden Dawn in their mission to weaponize 
the Impossible Objects. Presently, he’s a media tycoon with the ear of the President and every foreign 
leader. Like Wolverton, Gray is also a man out of time, but he’s had ample years to adjust to it. Whereas 
Wolverton experiences his new world with wide eyed wonder, Gray despises it, longing for the manners and 
mores of a more civilized time. The ultimate conservative, Gray would love to “Make America British Again.”  

Ultimately, Gray sees Wolverton as being cut from the same vintage fabric as he, making his nemesis the 
only person alive that truly understands him.

WALLACE WELLS: A direct descendent of Wolverton’s friend and unwitting quartermaster, H.G. Wells. 
Wallace is a painfully shy, painfully broke app designer who agrees to help Wolverton in exchange for 
protecting him from some very dissatisfied “investors.”  As a bonus, he gets to be in the same room as Isa, 
his maybe-not-so-unattainable crush. By helping the thief, Wallace will actually start to live up to his genius 
namesake. And… he just might know where his great grandfather’s time machine is hidden. 

ISA CONTE: Isa is the great granddaughter of Wolverton’s eternal love, Isabelle Conte. Isa not only 
inherited her ancestor’s talent but her fiery temper as well. Isa is a pop star, a vocal activist and a devout 
feminist. Wolverton exploits her fame for entry into the pashas and palaces only the super rich and famous 
are ever invited to. Isa finds Wolverton’s Edwardian manners and womanizing insufferable. He must redeem 
himself in her eyes, because, for over a hundred years, the Conte family believed he ran from the pregnant 
Isabelle instead of marrying her.  

JACK WOLVERTON: Working for the Vatican has been his lifelong penance for the sins of his fellow 
thief father. Wolverton is a man on a serious mission, but that doesn’t mean he doesn’t feel the thrill of a 
well executed heist or the rush of some innuendo-tinged banter. He might have vowed his life to the 
Vatican, but vows of chastity and poverty were not among them. On the outside, Wolverton may seem vain 
and elitist, but he truly is a templar, trying to save the world. Along his journey he has the opportunity to 
return back in time to his beloved Isabelle, but can he abandon his new family and friends that now rely on 



PAST CHARACTERS (AND THEIR MODERN COUNTERPARTS): 

H.G. Wells: Wolverton’s best friend, confidant and unwitting quartermaster, 
supplying the thief with expert Edwardian Era gadgetry. While England is still mired 
in religious fervor and superstition, Wells leads the charge, transforming the 
country with science. His descendent, Wallace Wells, has unfortunately fallen very 
far from the tree.

FATHER PATRICK: The cantankerous, Irish priest that mentored 
the Wolverton family in the art of stealing Impossible Objects. His 
current Entity counterpart is a dour German office drone, Sister Pat, 
who doesn’t quite believe Wolverton is really who he says he is. 

 INSPECTOR HENRY MUNROE: The Scotland Yard Inspector always got his man -- 
except for one – Wolverton! He also played the romantic foil towards Isabelle’s affection. 
Munroe’s modern day counterpart is Inspector Lee Willis of Interpol’s American office. He may 
or may not be totally trustworthy. And now it’s he and Wallace competing for the affections of 
Isa. 

ISABELLE CONTE: A French opera diva, Wolverton’s childhood friend and eternal 
love. She often accompanied him on his many imbroglios, turned on by the sexy danger 
of their missions. He vanishes before she can tell him that she’s pregnant with his child. 
Her great granddaughter, Isa, becomes the most precious (and impossible) object in 
Wolverton’s life.  



THE WRITERS:

Michael and Terrell are just two guys south of the Atlanta airport who’ve consumed way too many comic books, wrestling 
matches, monster movie marathons, ultra-violent video games and tawdry-covered paperbacks. Perhaps it shows. 

Together, they've written a half dozen insanely-expensive-to-produce screenplays that they hope to one day reverse engineer 
into more comic books, including a pot head version of The Day of The Triffids and the rollicking misadventures of Buffalo Bill's 
Wild West Show in Victorian London! The screenplay of Wolverton got the duo on both the prestigious Hollywood Hit list and 
The Young and Hungry List! 

Michael Stark (the elder of the two) played in various 1980s NYC punk and garage bands , wrote for the national music 
magazine, Request, and later wrote a few original screenplays for Disney and Universal.  He co-adapted the Lester Bangs 
biography, "Let it Blurt", for Vincent D'Onofrio and the horror novel, The Prestige, for Antonio Banderas. He now owns a 
bookstore in the shadows of Pinewood Studios, specializing in rare horror and science fiction. 

Terrell T. Garrett is a former video game designer and eSports champion.  He has short stories published in the Georgia State 
Review and The Ankeny Briefcase. His script, Twitch, brought him to Sundance last year and he's currently adapting the Alistair 
MacLean novel, "Fear is the Key" for Cassian Elwes.


